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Top 10 
Ways to Increase 

Completion Rates
 in Developmental

Mathematics

1. Reduce Math Anxiety 
and Increase Confidence

2. Personalize Learning

3. Require Students  
to Do the Math

4. Scaffold Student Success

5. Intervene Early  
Based on Reporting

6. Give Personalized  
Support

7. Produce Independent 
Learners

8. Provide Incentives  
for Learning

9. Create Sustained  
Engagement

10. Show Students They  
Can Succeed in Math

-by P. Brower

Focus of Title III in 2014-2015
Over the next year we will focus on formalizing our process for student intervention and 
support.  We will also standardize our reports for each course so that the method of re-
porting and intervention can be applied to future courses.  In addition we will be creating 
online modules for future instructors, advisors, and tutors so that they have a resource for 
reviewing how to do the reporting and provide early intervention for students. Building on 
five terms of increased success, with Developmental Mathematics completion rates now 
over 70%, we will look in depth at student success in follow-on Math courses.

About ALEKS®

“Assessment and LEarning in Knowledge Spaces is a Web-based, artificially intelligent  
assessment and learning system. ALEKS® uses adaptive questioning to quickly and  
accurately determine exactly what a student knows and doesn’t know in a course.”
Find out more about ALEKS® at www.aleks.com

Funding
U.S. Department Of Education Alaska Native And Native Hawaiian Serving  Institutions —  
Title III Part A Programs. — Connecting To Success: Building Resources For Alaska Native 
Students. 

Student Success Center:
Manager: Camielle Call 
Tutors: Max Cottrell & Stephanie Warpinski 
Advisors: David Felts, Cheryl Stromme

Contact Us
University of Alaska Southeast, Sitka Campus

 1332 Seward Ave  Sitka, Alaska 99835
Phone: 907-747-7700 or  800-478-6653

www.uas.alaska.edu/sitka



Purpose of our Research
Under our Title III Grant, the University of Alaska Southeast, 
Sitka Campus has conducted research for the purpose of 
discovering how we can increase completion rates for our 
online Developmental Mathematics courses. Using the 
Emporium Model as a guide, we set out to improve our 
completion rates by improving sustained engagement.  
In looking at the research data, we found that throughout 
the United States, Developmental Mathematics courses 
were serving as a barrier to completion not only of the 
math courses themselves, but of degrees in general.  Cre-
ating an “impassable gateway” for many, and serving as a 
graveyard for college students, DE Mathematics courses 
have proven to be in need of redesign so that students can 
acquire their degrees and to go on to successful careers. 

“Virtual” Emporium Model
We began our initial research with a literature review to 
find case studies and websites featuring best practices.   
Much research pointed us in the direction of the Emporium 
Model where students attended a math lab and spent real 
time “doing the math.”  Here they had on-demand access 
help from professors, TAs and tutors.  It was our goal to 
see if we could adapt this model to an online environment. 
(http://www.thencat.org/RedMathematics.htm)
For the first semesters, (2010-12) we tracked the data in 
the course to try to determine changes that could be made 
which would result in sustained engagement, where stu-
dents put in a consistent amount of time, received help 
when they needed it, and gained confidence that they 
could complete the course and master the skills. Within the 
first two semesters we tried different strategies and tracked 
whether there was improvement in student performance 
and engagement.  

Required Amount  
of Time
In order to help students keep on 
pace to finish the course, we decid-
ed to require a minimum amount 
of hours each week where students 
would work within the software.  
Building on the concept of the 
Emporium Model, we required the 
students to “do the math.”  
Putting in the required amount of 
time was calculated into their grade 
so students were motivated to put 
in the hours each week.

Online and  
In-Person Tutoring
Students have access to both online 
and in-person tutoring.  The profes-
sor of the course monitors student 
progress and key performance 
indicators to refer specific students 
on to tutoring.  Students are given 
the opportunity to work with a local 
tutor in Alaska (available at different 
campuses) and/or with an online 
tutor.  For online tutoring we have 
been using Elluminate® for live 
student/tutor interaction including 
application sharing.  The reporting 
from ALEKS makes it very easy for 
the student and the tutor to know 
where to begin intervention.

Midterm and  
Final Exam
Providing a midterm and a final 
exam was essential to the  
success of our students.  The mid-
term serves as a way of  
helping students get caught up at 
the middle point of the  
semester. The instructor and the tu-
tor make sure that all students have 
made up any missed work or tests, 
and that everyone is ready to move 
on to the second half of the course. 
At the end of the course, students 
complete a proctored exam in or-
der to demonstrate their mastery of 
the course materials.  

Contacting Students 
with Personal Emails
Contacting students personally via 
email had a  very significant effect 
on the completion rates for at-risk 
students. By running weekly and 
bi-weekly reports the instructor 
and tutors were able to intervene 
early and to contact students using 
email.  It became very clear to us 
that these emails were essential in 
providing the personal involvement 
that students needed to experience 
in the course.  We have received 
consistent feedback from students 
about how frequent emailing 
creates the individual support they 
need to feel that someone has an 
interest in seeing them succeed.

Student Success 
Center – Early 
Intervention
The University of Alaska Southeast 
has a unique support team who all 
work together to help students suc-
ceed.  The Student Success Center 
includes online tutors, in-person 
tutors, and advisors.  
Together, the center offers a place, 
both physical and virtual, where 
students can receive assistance with 
academic, life or scheduling issues.

Monitoring Key  
Success Factors
After monitoring students for two 
semesters, we were able to deter-
mine the key factors which were 
determining success for students. 
The greatest factor that contrib-
uted to success was time spent in 
the course. The correlation seen 
was that students who spent the 
required amount of time in the 
course, or more, were likely to 
pass the course. We also analyzed 
learning rates and saw a correlation 
between lower learning rates and 
the likelihood of struggling. 
In order to track student progress 
through the semester, we created 
reports each week that summarized 
the progress of each student in 
terms of five factors: initial place-
ment score in the course, aver-
age test scores, time spent in the 
course, current number of topics 
learned and learning rates.  From 
these reports we were able to 
highlight students for intervention. 
Depending upon which factors 
were low for a given student, we 
determined an intervention strategy 
for the student.

Scaffolding for 
Success
In order to help students gain 
confidence in their abilities and to 
reduce Math Anxiety, we scaffolded 
the course.  During the first few 
weeks students were given assign-
ments that were relatively short 
and made use of essential software 
tools.  This provided students with 
a solid experience using the online 
software and the working knowl-
edge they needed to locate supple-
mental resources.

Adaptive Software
We made the switch to adaptive 
software for many reasons.  First 
among these was for placement 
issues.  We found that students 
placing into Developmental Mathe-
matics demonstrated varying levels 
of preparation for  their studies.  
We wanted the curriculum to be 
tailored to fit students so that 
they received credit for what they 
already knew.  Secondly, we wanted 
students to advance through the 
course in a way that built upon their 
previous strengths.  Thirdly, we 
wanted the program to help stu-
dents review concepts they forgot 
and to help students strengthen the 
skills they needed to master course 
concepts.  
In previous courses not using adap-
tive software, we found that stu-
dents were not completing all the 
problems in a chapter.  As a result 
there were holes in their learning 
and there was frustration among 
the students.  Those who fell be-
hind in our non-adaptive courses 
often expressed that they were 
overwhelmed and did not know 
how to get back on track.   With the 
adaptive courses, students knew 
exactly which topics they needed 
tutoring support for. 
Use of adaptive software really per-
sonalized the learning experience 
for students.  Students responded 

very positively to the visual pie 
which provided a clear picture of 
where they were in the course.  
Our Developmental Mathematics 
students frequently commented on 
how much they enjoyed working 
within the new platform.

Typical ALEKS color-keyed pie 
chart

Most Successful 
Strategies

Breakthrough Results

Online completion 
rates rise from  
45% to 74%.
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